Previous characterization of hemophores from Serratia marcescens (HasAs), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (HasAp) and Yersinia pestis (HasA yp ) showed that hemin binds between two loops, where it is axially coordinated by H32 and Y75. The Y75 loop is structurally conserved in all three hemophores and harbors conserved ligand Y75. The other loop contains H32 in HasAs and HasAp, but a noncoordinating Q32 in HasA yp . The H32 loop in apo-HasAs and apo-HasAp is in an open conformation, which places H32 about 30 Å from the hemin-binding site. Hence, hemin binding onto the Y75 loop of HasAs or HasAp triggers a large relocation of the H32 loop from an open-to a closed-loop conformation and enables coordination of the hemin-iron by H32. In comparison, the Q32 loop in apo-HasA yp is in the closed conformation and hemin binding occurs with minimal reorganization and without coordinative interactions with the Q32 loop. Studies in crystallo and in solution have established that the open H32 loop in apo-HasAp and apo-HasAs is well structured and minimally affected by conformational dynamics. In this study we address the intriguing issue of the stability of the H32 loop in apo-HasAp and how hemin binding triggers its relocation. We address this question with a combination of NMR spectroscopy, X-ray 
INTRODUCTION
Iron and iron-binding proteins are required for physiologically important functions like DNA biosynthesis, gene regulation, respiration, and degradation of xenobiotics. 1, 2 In biological fluids the concentration of free iron is maintained at extremely low levels (~10 −18 M) by sequestration of the micronutrient in iron-binding proteins such as transferrin and lactoferrin. 3 The low concentration of free iron in vertebrate hosts poses a challenge for pathogenic bacteria, which have evolved several mechanisms to circumvent the nutritional immunity imposed by mammalian hosts. [4] [5] [6] Several pathogens utilize heme as an iron source, including the opportunistic P. aeruginosa, which encodes two heme uptake systems, the Pseudomonas heme uptake (phu) and the heme assimilation (has) systems. 4, 7, 8 The phu operon encodes the receptor PhuR, which binds heme and transports it to the periplasm, whereas the has operon encodes a secreted hemophore (HasA) to capture heme and deliver it to the HasR receptor for subsequent internalization. 4, 8, 9 Recent studies suggest that in the airways of cystic fibrosis patients, P. aeruginosa can acquire mutations in the promoter of the phu operon that increase its expression, endowing these strains with a growth advantage in the presence of hemoglobin. 10 Along this vein, Smith and Wilks studied the differential contributions of PhuR and HasR to heme acquisition in P. aeruginosa and proposed a model where PhuR and HasR are non-redundant heme receptors. 11 In this model, the HasA-HasR system functions primarily as a sensor of extracellular heme, whereby heme binding to HasA stimulates heme uptake via PhuR. The high avidity of HasA for heme allows sensing and capturing heme at very low concentrations.
Structural and biochemical studies of hemophore proteins from Gram-negatives such as Serratia marcescens (HasAs), 12, 13 Pseudomonas aeruginosa (HasAp) 14, 15 and Yersinia pestis (HasA yp ) 16 have been reported. The X-ray crystal structures of heme-bound (holo) hemophores HasAs 12 and HasAp 15 revealed a unique fold ( Figure 1A ), where one side of the protein is made of α-helices and the other is composed of antiparallel β-sheets; the two sides are connected by two long loops. One of the loops harbors the proximal heme ligand (Y75) and is therefore termed the Y75 loop, whereas the second loop contains the distal heme ligand (H32) and is called the H32 loop. Structural characterization of the heme-free, apo-HasAs in solution by NMR spectroscopy 13 and of apo-HasAp by X-ray crystallography 14 shows a fold similar to that of the holo-hemophore, except for the H32 loop, which is in an open conformation and folded back over the body of the protein ( Figure  1B ). Hence, upon heme loading the H32 loop undergoes a large conformational rearrangement which relocates the H32 ligand ~30 Å from the open to a closed state, thus enabling coordination of the heme-iron by His32 from the distal site. 13, 14, 17 Amino acid sequence analysis indicates that Tyr75 is conserved among the HasA sequences but that there is no conservation of His32. 14, 16 Hemophore sequences from the Yersinia species contain a Gln residue at the position equivalent to His32 in HasAs and HasAp. In the case of HasA yp , structural studies carried out with apo-and holo-HasA yp 16 indicate that the Y75 loop structure is identical to HasAp and HasAs in the apo-and holo-proteins. In contrast, the Q32-bearing loop in apo-HasA yp is in the closed conformation and undergoes only minimum structural changes upon heme binding. 16 The closed conformation of the H32 loop in holo-HasAp is stabilized by the coordination bond between H32 and the hemin iron, and by a network of interactions involving D29, R33, Y138 and S142 ( Figure 1D ). Despite the large rearrangement undergone by the H32 loop in HasAp and HasAs upon heme binding, NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography indicate that the loop in the apo hemophores does not experience conformational disorder. 13, 14, 16 The stability of the H32 loop in the apo-proteins is probably a consequence of a "zipper-like" network of interactions with the outer surface of the protein core domain, which stabilize the open conformation and prevent dynamic conformational disorder. A detailed comparative analysis of interactions along the H32 loop in apo-HasAp suggested that Arg33 plays a pivotal role in anchoring the H32 loop via a network of salt bridge and Hbond interactions with Glu113 and Asp22 and hydrophobic and π-cation interactions with Y26 ( Figure 1C ). To test this idea, we replaced Arg33 for alanine (R33A) in HasAp. Results obtained from NMR spectroscopy in solution, and an X-ray crystal structure of the R33A apo-HasAp protein indicate that replacing Arg33 for alanine causes the H32 loop in the apoprotein to adopt a conformation very similar to that of holo-HasAp. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide additional complementary insight into the H32 loop transition from open to closed conformations. Stopped-flow UV-vis and rapid-freeze-quench resonance Raman (RFQ-RR) spectroscopies show that the R33A variant reaches an identical holo structure as the wild type (WT) protein but through different kinetics, as the initial capture of hemin is hampered by the non-native, closed conformation of the H32 loop.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Site-directed mutagenesis
The pET11a vector harboring a truncated gene of HasAp missing the last 21 C-terminal residues 15 was used to construct the R33A mutant. The primers, synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Coralville, IA), were used with the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene; La Jolla, CA). Primers used to introduce the R33A mutation were 5′-TATTTTGGCGATGTGAACCATGCGCCGGGCCAGGT-GGTGGATGGC-3′ and 5′-GCCATCCACCACCTGGCCCGGCGCATGGTTCACATCGCC-AAAATA-3′, where the underlined codons represent target substitutions. Initial X-ray diffraction data were collected in-house using a Rigaku RU-H3R rotating anode generator equipped with Osmic Blue focusing mirror and an R-axis IV ++ image plate detector. High-resolution diffraction data were acquired at 100 K at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) IMCA-CAT beamline 17ID using a Dectris Pilatus 6M pixel array detector.
Structure Solution and Refinement
Diffraction intensities were integrated and scaled using the XDS 18 and scaling/Laue class analyses were carried out with Aimless. 19 20 Structure solutions for apo-and holo-proteins were obtained by molecular replacement with Phaser 21 via the Phenix 22 interface, using the coordinates from the structure of WT holo-HasAp (PDB code: 3ELL). Structure refinement and manual model building for apo-and holo-proteins were performed with Phenix 22 and Coot 23 respectively. Structure validation was carried out using Molprobity 24 and figures were prepared using CCP4mg 25 and PyMol. 26 X-ray data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table 1 .
R33A apo-HasAp-Initial structure solution and refinement were done using in-house diffraction data collected with Cu-K α radiation. Crystals were indexed in a primitive tetragonal Bravais lattice with a Laue class of 4/mmm and possible space groups P4 1 2 1 2 or P4 3 2 1 2. All space groups with 422 point symmetry were searched during molecular replacement. The top solution was obtained in P4 1 2 1 2. The Matthews coefficient 27, 28 analysis via CCP4 25 suggested that there were two molecules in the asymmetric unit. However, the top molecular replacement solution consisted of a single molecule in the asymmetric unit with ~ 70% solvent content. During the refinement, large anomalous difference electron density peaks (F o -F c ) greater than 20σ were observed that were tentatively assigned as cadmium ions from the crystallization solution. Consequently, synchrotron data were collected at two different wavelengths to analyze the anomalous signal. The data set collected at λ = 1.7396 Å (7,150.1 eV) yielded strong anomalous electron density and the set collected at λ = 1.0000 Å (12,394 eV) yielded an appreciable yet smaller anomalous signal. The DelAnom correlation between half-sets, a metric of anomalous signal strength, determined during scaling with Aimless were 0.43 and 0.83 for the high and low energy wavelengths, respectively. Using the two data sets, anomalous Fourier difference electron density maps were calculated for the three cadmium ions that were assigned ( Figure S1 ). Table S1 lists the peak height of each of the three cadmium ions from the anomalous Fourier difference electron density maps. Notably, the anomalous signal increases at the longer wavelength supporting the assignment of cadmium ions at these sites. Additionally, a large region of electron density was observed near G44, positioned between strands β2, β3 and β6, as shown in Figure S2 . This electron density was left unassigned as it did not correspond to compounds that were in contact with the protein from expression to cryoprotection of the crystals.
R33A holo-HasAp-Crystals of holo-HasAp R33A were indexed as primitive orthorhombic lattice (mmm). Molecular replacement searches using Phenix were conducted in all space groups with 222 point symmetry, and the top solution was obtained in P2 1 2 1 2 1 with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. Refinement was conducted with anisotropic atomic displacement parameter for all atoms. Three sodium ions and a disordered malate molecule were modeled in the final structure. Table 1 summarizes the crystallographic details for the structures.
NMR Spectroscopy
Uniformly labeled U-15 N-R33A HasAp were prepared with minor modification of the above-described protocol: Overnight culture was resuspended in M9 media with 1.0 g of 15 NH 4 Cl. IPTG (final concentration of 1 mM) was added when the culture reached OD 600 ~ 0.9; cells were harvested and the protein was purified as described above. 15 N-1 H-HSQC spectra were obtained on a Bruker Avance spectrometer operating at a frequency of 599.740 MHz ( 1 H frequency) using the following parameters: 2048 ( 1 H) × 256 ( 15 N) complex points; 10.7 kHz ( 1 H) and 2.4 kHz ( 15 N) spectral widths; 32 scans per increment; relaxation delay d1 = 1s.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
The initial simulation systems were generated with the Quick MD Simulator module in CHARMM-GUI. 29, 30, 31 The protein was solvated in an 81×81×81 Å 3 TIP3P water box and buffered with 0.15 M NaCl. For both wild type and R33A mutant prepared by CHARMM-GUI PDB Manipulator 32 , three independent MD simulations with different initial velocities were performed using the CHARMM force field 33, 34 in NPT (constant particle number, pressure, and temperature) ensemble with the temperature maintained at 300 K using Langevin dynamics and pressure maintained at 1 bar with the Nose-Hoover piston method. 35, 36 The van der Waals interactions were switched off at 10-12 Å by a force switching function, 37 and the electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particlemesh Ewald method. 38 The time step was 2 fs, and each system was simulated for 100 ns using NAMD. 34
RR and EPR Spectroscopy
RR spectra were obtained using a McPherson 2061/207 spectrograph (0.67 m with variable gratings) equipped with a Princeton Instruments liquid N 2 -cooled CCD detector (LN-1100PB). The 407-nm line of a krypton laser (Innova 302, Coherent) was used as the Raman excitation source. A long-pass filter (RazorEdge, Semrock) was used to attenuate Rayleigh scattering. Spectra at room temperature were collected in a 90° scattering geometry on samples mounted on a reciprocating translation stage. Frequencies were calibrated relative to indene and CCl 4 and are accurate to ±1 cm −1 . CCl 4 was also used to check the polarization conditions. Low temperature spectra were obtained in a backscattering geometry on samples maintained at ~ 110 K in a liquid nitrogen cold finger. Frequencies were calibrated relative to aspirin and are accurate to ±1 cm −1 . The integrity of the RR samples, before and after laser illumination, was confirmed by direct monitoring of their UV-Vis spectra in the Raman capillaries. EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker E500 Xband EPR spectrometer equipped with a superX microwave bridge, a dual mode cavity and a helium-flow cryostat (ESR 900, Oxford Instruments, Inc.).
Stopped-flow UV-vis spectroscopy
Stopped-flow experiments were performed with an SX20 stopped-flow UV-vis spectrometer (Applied Photophysics) with a 1-cm path length cell equilibrated at 4 °C. Apo-HasAp protein solutions were prepared at concentrations ranging from ~ 40 to 400 μM in 200 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.0, using a 280-nm molar extinction coefficient, ε 280 , of 27 mM −1 cm −1 .
Hemin was dissolved in 10 mM NaOH and diluted to a final concentration of 10 μM just before the stopped-flow experiments using an ε 385 of 58.4 mM −1 cm −1 . After each measurement, remaining pre-mixed solutions were recovered from the stopped-flow apparatus to confirm the protein and hemin concentrations. The time-resolved spectra were examined by global analysis using a Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm (Pro-K software, Applied Photophysics). Reported rate constants are the average of at least three different rapid mixing experiments.
Rapid freeze quench experiments
Details of our protocols for the preparation of RFQ samples were published recently. 39 Briefly, glass syringes (2 mL) loaded with 0.6 mM apo-HasAp proteins in 200 mM HEPES, pH 7.0 and 0.6 mM hemin solution in 10 mM NaOH were mounted to a System 1000 Chemical/Freeze Quench Apparatus (Update Instruments) and maintained at 4 °C with a water bath. Reaction times were controlled by varying the syringe displacement rate from 2 to 8 cm/s or by varying the length of the reactor hose after the mixer. Mixed samples of 250 μL were trapped in liquid ethane at or below −120 °C in glass funnels attached to NMR tubes. Liquid ethane was subsequently removed by incubating samples at −80 °C for 2 hours. RR spectra obtained before and after removal of ethane showed no spectral changes except for the loss of ethane bands.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
R33A apo-and holo-HasAp are purified to homogeneity as monomeric proteins A previously reported chromatographic protocol 14 was used to purify R33A apo-HasAp. The corresponding holo-protein was prepared from the apo-protein by reconstitution with heme in vitro, as described previously. 14 Protein homogeneity was checked using SDS experimental molecular mass determined by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry is 18,673 Da., which is in good agreement with the molecular mass calculated from the amino acid sequence, 18,674 Da, without the initiator methionine.
The spectroscopic characterization of R33A holo-HasAp matches that of WT holo-HasAp
The UV-vis absorption spectrum of R33A holo-HasAp is identical to that of WT holoHasAp with a Soret peak at 407 nm (ε 407 = 144.2 mM −1 cm −1 ) and visible absorption bands at 495, 540, 577, and 617 nm ( Figure S3 ). The absorption maximum of the Soret peak and the charge transfer band at 617 nm are indicative of a high-spin ferric heme, whereas the Q bands at 540 and 577 nm are indicative of a low-spin species. Room-temperature resonance Raman (RR) spectra of R33A holo-HasAp further support the conservation of the sixcoordinate high-spin/six-coordinate low-spin (6cHS/6cLS) equilibrium mixture previously observed with WT holo-HasAp. 15 Specifically, ν 3 modes at 1477 and 1505 cm −1 , ν 2 at 1561 and 1579 cm −1 , and ν 10 at 1606 and 1635 cm −1 for high-spin and low-spin conformers, respectively, are observed with very similar intensities in the high-frequency RR spectra of R33A and WT holo-HasAp ( Figure S4 ). RR spectra obtained at cryogenic temperatures are dominated by contributions for the low-spin conformers, and once again are very similar for R33A and WT holo-proteins ( Figure S4 ). The EPR spectrum of R33A holo-HasAp is also virtually identical to that of WT holo-HasAp with a dominant S = 1/2 rhombic signal with g = 2.84, 2.21, and 1.72 ( Figure S5 ).
NMR spectroscopic characterization of R33A apo-and holo-HasAp in solution suggests that the H32 loop in the apo-protein is no longer in the open conformation
The 1 H, 15 N-HSQC spectrum of R33A apo-HasAp is significantly different from that of the wt-apo protein (Figure 2A ), indicating significant structural differences between the mutant and WT apo-proteins. As mentioned above, the side chain of Arg33 appears to play a central role in mediating a network of interactions that restrain the H32 loop against the protein structure. Hence, the large changes in the HSQC spectrum of R33A apo-HasAp suggest that the H32 loop may no longer be organized as in the WT apo-protein. In addition, HSQC spectra of the R33A apo-protein taken at 15 °C and 25 °C do not show significant perturbations in the chemical shifts or shape of the cross peaks, suggesting that all observable cross peaks in R33A apo-HasAp originate from well-structured portions of the protein. When the R33A apo-protein is reconstituted with hemin, the HSQC spectrum of the resultant holo-protein is nearly identical to that of the WT holo-protein ( Figure 2B ). This observation indicates that upon heme binding the H32 loop in the R33A protein adopts a conformation nearly identical to that observed in the WT holo-protein. Together, the above observations suggest that in the R33A apo-protein the H32 loop is no longer organized as in the WT apo-protein. Binding of heme, however, causes the H32 loop in the mutant to adopt a conformation nearly identical to that observed in WT holo-HasAp. To provide additional evidence for this these structural rearrangements we determined the crystal structure of R33A HasAp in its apo-and heme-bound forms.
The H32 loop in Arg33 apo-HasAp adopts a closed conformation
The X-ray crystal structure of R33A apo-HasAp was refined to a resolution of 1.94 Å (Table  1) . Electron density was traced from Ser2 to Ala184, except for five residues (Gly35 to Asp39) located in the His32 loop, for which electron density was not observed ( Figure 3A) . The overall fold is nearly unchanged relative to that of the WT apo-protein, except for the His32 loop (shown in magenta), which adopts a significantly different conformation, as can be seen in the superposition of the WT and R33A apo-protein structures ( Figure 3B ). The structural superposition of R33A apo-HasAp with WT holo-HasAp ( Figure 3C) shows that although the loop in the R33A mutant is not completely defined, the segments defined by electron density adopt a conformation similar to that seen for the H32 loop in WT holoHasAp (orange). In a previous study we determined the structures of the Yersinia pestis
HasA yp in its apo-and holo-forms, 16 which harbors a Gln, rather than His at position 32. We observed that in contrast to apo-HasAs and apo-HasAp, the loop in apo-HasA yp is already in the closed conformation. Moreover, hemin binding to apo-HasA yp does not cause significant perturbations in the structure and no residue from the Q32 loop in holo-HasA yp binds the hemin-iron. Superposing the structure of R33 apo-HasAp with the structures of apo-and holo-HasA yp shows that the conformation of the H32 loop in R33 apo-HasAp is very similar to that adopted by the Q32 loop in apo-and holo-HasA yp (Figure 3-D) .
In WT apo-HasAp a network of backbone and side-chain hydrogen bonding interactions stabilize the open conformation of the H32 loop ( Figure 1C and Table 2 ). The conformation of the H32 loop in WT apo-HasAp is not affected by disorder or by dynamic conformational disorder. Clear evidence for this stems from (i) the X-ray crystal structure of apo-HasAp, where the H32 loop is defined by clear electron density and by B-factors similar to the average B-factor for the structure, 14, 15 and (ii) NMR spectroscopy in solution, showing that in 1 H, 15 N-HSQC NMR spectra, cross-peaks originating from the loop residues do not indicate conformational dynamics. 40 It is therefore interesting that despite the network of interactions stabilizing the loop against the body of the protein, replacement of a single residue, Arg33, causes the loop to detach from the body of the protein, move toward the Y75 loop, and adopt a conformation similar to that observed for the closed conformation in holoHasAp. The pivotal role played by R33 is probably a consequence of key salt bridge and hydrogen bonding interactions (Figure 1-C) between the guanidinium group of R33 (N H1 , N H2 , N ε ), the carboxylate groups of E113 (O ε1 , O ε2 ) on strand β7 and of D22 (O δ2 ) from helix α1, and van der Waals contacts with the side chain of Y26. In the R33A mutant these stabilizing interactions are lost and the H32 loop adopts a conformation similar to that of the closed loop in holo-HasAp.
The structure of R33A holo-HasAp is identical to that of the WT holo-hemophore
The crystal structure of R33A holo-HasAp was refined to a resolution of 1.05 Å. The structure is nearly identical to that of the WT holo-protein (C α root mean square deviation (RMSD) = 0.22 Å), 41 with the heme iron coordinated by H32 and Y75 (Figure 4-A) . The Y75 loop in the mutant protein adopts a conformation virtually identical to that in the WT holo-protein. In the H32 loop, residues V38 to S41 adopt conformations distinct from those observed for the equivalent residues in the WT structure. Note that in the X-ray crystal structure of the R33A apo-protein these residues are disordered and therefore not modeled due to absence of electron density. Despite the small conformational changes in the H32 loop, the H32 imidazole N δ still coordinates the heme-iron ion and the side chain adopts the same conformation as in the WT holo-protein. An interesting difference between the structures of WT and R33A holo-HasAp is the orientation of the hemin molecule. In WT holo-protein, as well as in other mutants for which structures are available (Y75A, H83A), hemin binds to the hemophore in only one orientation. 14, 15, 40 In the R33A mutant hemin binds in two orientations which differ by a 180° rotation about the α-γ meso axis. Evidence for this mode of binding is manifest in the F o -F c electron density omit map ( Figure 4B ) contoured at 3σ. The best model was obtained with 50% occupancy of each of the heme orientations.
Molecular dynamics simulations support a closed configuration of the H32 Loop in R33A apo-HasAp
Additional insight into the position of the H32 loop in the R33A apo-HasAp molecule was obtained from MD simulations. MD trajectories were obtained for three different systems (R33A1, R33A2 and R33A3), as described in the Experimental Procedures (see movies S1 and S2 in Supporting Information). The start point of the MD trajectories for both, WT and R33A HasAp was the crystal structure of WT apo-HasAp, where the H32 loop (green in Figure 5B ) is in the open conformation. Plots of the protein backbone RMSD from the WT apo-HasAp structure as a function of time ( Figure 5A ) show that the WT apo-protein remains nearly unchanged during the length of the simulation, with the H32 loop in the open conformation. Although these observations are in agreement with the aforementioned experimental findings made with X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, it is conceivable that conformational fluctuations might be observable if the MD simulations could be extended into the μs or longer time regime. In contrast, the MD trajectories obtained from the R33A mutant show relatively large RMSD, which are confined to residues in the H32 loop. The plots in Figure 5A also show that although the start of the structural changes (RMSD) is different for each of the three independent simulations, all systems converge at the end of the trajectories. As an example of the structural rearrangements that take place during the MD trajectories, Figure 5B shows the conformation of the H32 loop (blue) at the end of the MD trajectory obtained from system R33A1. It is evident that in the MD simulations the H32 loop adopts a closed conformation similar to that observed in the X-ray crystal structure of R33A apo-HasAp (magenta). Similarly, superposition of the R33A1 model obtained at the end of the trajectory (blue in Figure 6C ) with the crystal structure of WT holo-HasAp (orange) provides additional support for a closed conformation of the H32 loop in the R33A apo-protein.
Hemin binding to R33A apo-HasAp proceeds slowly, within the millisecond timescale, but without build-up of a tyrosine-bound high-spin intermediate
Stopped-flow absorption experiments monitoring the binding of hemin to R33A apo-HasAp are shown in Figure 6 . A rapid growth of Soret absorbance at 407 nm is clearly observed within the millisecond scale, but there is no evidence of Soret absorption features other than that of the starting hemin and of R33A holo-HasAp. This lack of a distinctive intermediate complex between hemin and R33A apo-HasAp is in sharp contrast with the stopped-flow data obtained with WT apo-HasAp, which showed an initial Soret absorption maximum at 403 nm accompanied by an intense high-spin marker band at 622 nm before formation of the holo protein with a Soret maximum at 408 nm. 17 Despite the lack of distinctive intermediate features, single wavelength analyses of the stopped-flow traces for R33A HasAp reveal a biphasic behavior with a first observed rate, k obs1 , which increases with increasing apoprotein concentrations, but that remains quite slow compared to the initial phase observed in WT HasAp ( Figure 6 ). As done previously with WT HasAp, we analyzed this hyperbolic dependence of k obs1 on apo-protein concentration with a two-step model where formation of a reversible hemin-apoprotein complex is followed by an iron coordination step (Scheme 1).
(
Using eq 1 to fit the dependence of k obs1 on the apo-protein concentration yields K d and k 1coord and shows that the low k obs1 values measured with R33A apo-HasAp reflect a ~4-fold increase in K d relative to WT apo-HasAp. Presumably, steric clashes between the H32 loop and the heme docking the hydrophobic surface composed by the Y75 loop are at the origin of this higher K d value. Interestingly, k obs2 values in R33A are 3 to 4 times faster than in WT HasAp, where this later phase corresponds to the closing of loop H32 on the heme moiety. Overall, this kinetic scheme is very different than that of apo-HasA yp where the closed loop conformation is native to the WT protein and results in a barrierless formation of the holo-protein. 16 The RFQ-RR characterization of the reaction of R33A apo-HasAp with hemin provides additional insight on the coordination steps that are taking place during the reaction. Specifically, the high-frequency RR spectrum of the 6-ms RFQ sample shows two components in the ν 3 region, at 1493 and 1506 cm −1 , characteristic of 5cHS and 6cLS heme species, respectively ( Figure 7) ; most importantly, the intensity of these ν 3 modes are low relative to the dominant ν 4 and ν 2 modes at 1376 and 1580 cm −1 , respectively ( Figure 7) . As the aging time of the RFQ samples increases, the ν 3 band at 1493 cm −1 decreases in favor of the 1506 cm −1 band from the 6cLS species. The weak ν 3 mode at 1493 cm −1 in the 6-ms RFQ sample of R33A is in sharp contrast with the corresponding intensities in the RFQ-RR spectra of WT and H32A HasAp, 17 where the formation of transient 5cHS and 6cHS species with O-atom axial coordination leads to intense ν 3 modes at 1479 and 1489 cm −1 , respectively. Thus, these RFQ-RR data indicate that Tyr75 is not the first coordinating ligand to the heme iron(III) in the R33A variant. Since the crystal structure of R33A apoHasAp shows the H32 loop hovering above the hemin binding pocket, it is tempting to propose that His32 is the first axial ligand to the heme iron before further axial coordination by Tyr35 to produce the 6cLS complex observed in R33A holo-HasAp.
Concluding remarks
Prior investigations provided experimental evidence for an induced-fit mechanism of hemin binding to the hemophore HasA. 13 Investigations carried out with HasAp have shown that hemin loads onto the Y75 loop and coordinates to Tyr75 on the millisecond scale at 4 °C. This rapid process is followed by significantly slower coordination of the heme by His32, which is complete in ~1 s. 14, 17 Structural alignment of apo-and holo-HasAp shows that the majority of the structures are superimposable, including the structure of the Y75 loop. In contrast, the structure of the H32 loop undergoes large reorganization to its closed conformation in holo-HasAp. In apo-HasAp, the Y75 loop is largely pre-organized and provides a hydrophobic "sticky" platform that can attract the porphyrin macrocycle through extensive hydrophobic and π−π stacking interactions; axial hemin ligation, which occurs after hemin capture, probably functions to slow hemin release and for delivering hemin to its cognate receptor. 14, 16, 40 Moreover, the phenolate side chain of Tyr75 is conformationally restricted by its hydrogen bond interaction with His83 N δ , and axial coordination of the hemin-iron by Tyr75 can proceed rapidly with minimal structural reorganization of the Y75 loop. 40 However, sensing of hemin binding by the relatively remote H32 loop leads to loop closure and to the relatively slower coordination of the hemin iron by His32. 14, 17 Closure of the H32 loop requires an extended interaction network between the heme binding site and the remote anchoring of the H32 loop in its open conformation. 36, 37 Previous structural alignment and targeted MD simulations with WT apo-HasAp, where the H32 loop was forced to move toward the closed loop conformation, 14 suggested that upon hemin loading hydrophobic contacts between Y138, M144, and hemin substituents elicit a tilting motion of α2, forcing an outward motion of the short loop comprised by G143 and D144 and perturbing interactions with the C-terminus of α1 leading to the H32 loop ( Figure 8 ). Moreover, since in the absence of R33 the H32 loop moves spontaneously toward the Y75 loop, we speculate that the rearrangement of the C-terminus of α1 loosen interactions engaged by R33 and enable closure of the H32 loop.
The kinetic data show a perturbed transition from apo-to holo-HasAp in the R33A variant compared to the WT protein, suggesting that Tyr75 is not the first axial ligand to coordinate the heme iron. These data are consistent with an obstructed access to the hydrophobic platform on the Y75 loop by the closed configuration of the H32 loop in R33A apo-HasAp. The RFQ-RR data suggest that the initial coordination of the heme iron occurs with H32 (or other N-atom ligand) before the final coordination with H32 and Y75 is established. It is interesting to contrast this relatively slow loading of hemin in R33A apo-HasAp with the fast and apparently barrierless reaction of hemin with apo-HasA yp . 16 Although both apo-proteins possess a pre-organized Y75 loop and closed H/Q32 loop, complete conversion to the holo form is at least 200 times slower in R33A-HasAp than in HasA yp . Clearly, the Q32 loop in apo-HasA yp is evolutionary optimized to complement the hydrophobic platform on Y75 for the capture of hemin, while in R33A apo-HasAp, the nearly closed H32 loop must partly obstruct the hemin binding pocket. Future studies will aim to refine our putative model and define the essential networked residues that enable communication between the hemin binding site and the open H32 loop, so that hemin binding can trigger H32 loop closing.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. High-frequency RR spectra of the RFQ samples of the reaction of 1 equiv of hemin with R33A apo-HasAp (protein concentration after mixing 300 μM; 406-nm excitation wavelength; all spectra are normalized on the porphyrin ν 4 mode; the top trace corresponds to the spectrum of free hemin obtained in the same conditions). Putative model of the mechanism whereby hemin binding at the Y75 loop in HasAp triggers closing of the H32 loop. Superposition of WT apo-HasAp (green,) and holo-HasAp (cyan) structures shows an outward tilting of the α2 helix to relieve steric hindrance between the side chains of Y138 and M144 and incoming hemin. The outward motion of α2 severs a Hbond between G143 and S24, which is located in α1, immediately before the kink leading to the H32 loop and possibly induces conformational disorder in the C-terminus of α1, loosening R33 interactions and enabling the H32 loop to close. 2) R merge = S hkl S i |I i (hkl) − <I(hkl)>| / S hkl S i I i (hkl), where I i (hkl) is the intensity measured for the ith reflection and <I(hkl)> is the average intensity of all reflections with indices hkl.
3)
R factor = S hkl ‖F obs (hkl) | − |F calc (hkl) ‖ / S hkl |F obs (hkl)|; Rfree is calculated in an identical manner using 5% of randomly selected reflections that were not included in the refinement.
4)
R meas = redundancy-independent (multiplicity-weighted) R merge 42 , 43 . R pim = precision-indicating (multiplicity-weighted) R merge 44 , 45 .
5) CC 1/2 is the correlation coefficient of the mean intensities between two random half-sets of data 46 , 47 .
6)
For R33A apo-HasAp, the number of reflections used during refinement is greater than the number unique reflections reported for data scaling.
This is due to the fact that Friedel pairs were kept separate during refinement and the anomalous scattering factors for the Cd 2+ atoms were refined.
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